
by Assoc. Prof. Dr. Vanya Georgieva, associate profer
Agricultural university - plovdiv in the field of higher ed
social, economic and legar sciences, professionat rilto 3.8 E
scientific specialty Accounting Reporting, control and A
Business Operations, appointed according to Order Nc
899/25.09.2029 of the Rector of the Agricultural university

work on a family farm and abroad in the dairy faiming sector. Assoc.
Atanasov has made a significant contribution to promoting and expandin
program at the Agricultural University as its long-standing coordinator. i
he supports the mobility of students, doctoral students and teachers. He

as a member of the scientific jury

1. Brief presentation of the candidate,
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Dimo Atanasov was born on 1,6.03.1,97s. He

bachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees at the Agricultural University -
Prof' Atanasov built his academic career at the same university, holding
academic positions of assistant, chief assistant and associate professor si
currently the Dean of the Faculty of Economics, demonstrating his manag
addition to teaching and research activities, he has gained prictical exp!

candidate Assoc. prof. Dr. Dimo Atanasov Atanasov

participates as a researcher in many national and international educatio
projects. He contributes to the introduction of innovative curricula and
Agricultural university. He also participates in the editorial boards
scientific journals.

2. General description of research output.
For the competition for "professor", Assoc. prof. Dr. Dimo Atanasov

a total research output of 62 papers, grouped as follows:
n Scientific publications on the subject area - 62, of which:. Related to the doctoral dissertation * 3, which are not subject t. used for the associate professor competition - 34, which are

review;
. Used for the current professor competition - 25, subject to

0f these:
'/ Monograph - 1
./ Publications referenced
,/ Publications referenced

- 1,4

,/ Publications referenced

Opinion

Regarding the competition for "professor" in the fierd
education 3.0 sociar, Economi. 

"nd 
Legar sciences, frofessi3'8' Economics, scientific specialty Economics ana Ma(Agriculture), announced in State Gazette No. 62 of zr.o7.i,

and indexed in SCOPUS - 5
and indexed in Web of Science [with

in other databases - 5
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Assoc. prof. Dr. Dimo Atanasov's personal contribution in the indicaillustrated by the fact that z (BVo) aru ind.pendent fuutications, in 9 (author, in B (320/oJ second authori and in the .emain'i ig 6 eao/o) third
author.

25 papers are subject to analysis for this opinion,
Assoc. Prof. Atanasov meets the minimum scientometric criteriaposition of "Professor" in the scientific fierd 3.0 sociar, economic andprofessional field 3.8 Economics, and some [D and E) significantly exceec

As of september 2023, the candidate has 16 years and 5 mon
experience, including B years as an associate professor. He teaches cour

averaged 930 hours per year, which is significantly above the required an
His teaching is complemented by the supervision of 3 success

doctoral students and 4 current doctoral students.
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3. Teachingactivities.

s of teaching

Logistics, Agricultural Economics, Investment policy, Eco-econom
Agricultural Policy to bachelor's and master's students at AU-plovdiv.

For the period 201,8-2023, Assoc. prof. Dr. Dimo Atanasov's room hours

FIe has developed Z e-textbooks and 1 e-study guide.
He participated in the development and accreditation

"Bioeconomics" for the bachelor's degree; "Bioeconomics" for
"E-Commerce" for the master's degree at AU-plovdiv.

of three n specialties:
the maste 's degree and

He is the head of the Master's course "Bioeconomics" atAU-plovdi

4. Researchactivities.
Areas of publication.
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Dimo Atanasov works in the following main reseao Agricultural economics and policy - research on markets, p ces, incomes,

costs and profitability in agriculture; analysis of the EU Com Agricultural
Policy and its implementation in Bulgaria. His contributions
assessing the effectiveness and balanced distribution of direct

o sustainable development of rural areas - research on the econo
environmental aspects; regional imbalances and models for ove

o Modern technologies and innovations in agriculture * asses
technologies and techniques, fertilizers and curtivation method
on effici ency, producti vity, qual ity and sustai nabil ity.

Group of indicators

requirements (points)
Candidate's result lment (%)

1412.76

their impact



' organic farming - research on the economic results of organic
the advantages of organic farming.

r Ilisk management in agriculture - theoretical models and prac
for risk assessment and contror in the agricultural sector.r structural changes in agriculture - analysis of the causes and

_ changes in specialization, production concentration and marl
Based on the presented list of contributions, r can summarize thaDimo Atanasov has significant scientific contributions in the field

economics, which can be divided into three groups:
'/ Theoretical contributions in clariiyingand further developing

economic growth and sustainable development of agricutiurel
'/ Methodological contributions in adapting and .r.ring approi

for analyzing and evaluating the parameters in the operation
systems.

'/ Practical and applied contributions by developing
to analyze, evaluate and optimize the technicai
production.

useful meth
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Citations and referencing ofresearch output.
The total number of citations of Assoc. prof. Dimo Atanasov's pap

is a good indicator of the dissemination and use of his research
community. Many of the citations are in scientific publications referenced
world-renowned databases such as Scopus and web of Science, which
work has reached and is recognized by the international scientific commu
citations in monographs and collected volumes, indicating that his result
in larger and more comprehensive scientific papers, The topics of the citit
correspond to Assoc. Prof, Atanasov's main research areas.

Participation in research projects.
Assoc. Prof. Dr, Dimo Atanasov participates as a manager or coordii

of the Agricultural university in many international projects under pro
Erasmus+, Horizon 2020, European Innovation partnership and others.
his organizational skills and contribution to expanding the university'
cooperation. He also engages as a researcher in national research projects
Bulgarian National Science Fund, the Ministry of Education and Science, a
internal university sources, thus contributing to the development of appli
the field of agricultural economics. The topics of the projeits are cloiely
research interests and publications - sustainable development of rural
technologies in agriculture, agricultural policy, organic farming, etc,

5. Comments and recommendations.
I have no comments. I can only recommend that Assoc. prof. Dr.

continue in the same spirit as both a lecturer and a researcher.

6. Personal impressions.
I have the pleasure of knowing the candidate personally and my im

he is an intelligent, non-confrontational, well-organized and responsible
not only demonstrates high professionalism in his field, but also coopera
with his colleagues, creating a favorable environment for teamwo
assistance.
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7. Conclusion
Based on the materials presented and the analysis of the peda

and applied research activities of the candidate Assoc. prof. Dr. Dimo A
that he meets the requirements of the Law for the Development of the Athe Republic of Bulgaria, its Implementation Regulations and the
Agricultural University for hording the academic p6sition of "professor',.

This gives me reason to pOslflvEly assess his overall activity
vote IN FAV0R of awarding the academic position of "professor" to Asso
Atanasov,

I would like to recommend to the esteemed Academic Jury to also
and the Faculty council of the Faculty of Economics at the Agricultu
Plovdiv to elect Assoc. prof. Dr. Dimo Atanasov as "professor,, in the sci
Economics and Management fAgriculture).
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